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THE LAST 12 months have held an interesting 
mix of growth and contraction in cycling for the 
region. We've seen expansion of lanes in Rich-
mond on the heels of the UCI World Champi-
onships. We have seen growing bike tourism in 
the region as organized rides have expanded. 
We now have more bike share programs, and are 
seeing new people starting to bike all over the 
region. There's definitely a momentum of grow-
ing interest in biking for fun, transportation, and 
exercise. One observation that I've made though, 
is a lack of a certain age of riders coming into 
the mix—youth. Are families still introducing 
cycling, or will we see a hard stop on the age of 
people who bike? I conducted a panel interview 
about getting kids on bikes for this edition of 
SPOKES because I wanted to hear what others 
had to say about the topic. I'm excited to think 
about how we can usher in the next generation 
of people to enjoy this amazing sport.

I also want to share that something else is hap-
pening in cycling, specifically in the world of 
Bike Advocacy. Even though we are having 
growth and success in some areas of biking as I 

mentioned above, we have seen a struggle and 
re-thinking of business practices in groups that 
are working on policy and legislation for cycling. 
In the summer of 2016 two organizations based 
in the Mid-Atlantic underwent significant chang-
es. Bike Maryland faced a restructuring and the 
national level Alliance for Biking and Walking 
merged with the League of American Bicyclists. 
When this edition went to press, I had yet to 
learn the full extent of the reasons and future 
plans of these organizations. Look for more on 
this in the future in SPOKES as we understand 
the factors affecting those groups that are fight-
ing to keep cycling funding and infrastructure. I 
encourage each of us to stay aware of the layers 
of cycling, including those which affect participa-
tion, places to ride, and legislation. 

Kimberly Perry Ed.D

Editor
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ANN RECALLS A memorable first experience, “I had 
never ridden a bike with hand brakes or gears so I 
screamed, while frantically pedaling backwards, when 
I went through my first stop sign.” She soon got the 
hang of it. Ann now bikes all over the continental US 
and international destinations with her capable and 
adventurous husband. 

In their most recent RV trip, the couple loaded up 
the last week of June and drove to Minnesota where 
they spent a month visiting relatives and enjoying 
the Minnesota bicycle trails. In addition to the state 
trails, Ann and Fred spent time following the MRT 
(Mississippi River Trail) a signed, mostly road, biking 
route that follows the Mississippi from the headwaters 
in Itasca Park all the way to the Gulf of Mexico. We 
rode much of the MRT either on the Minnesota or 
Wisconsin side of the Mississippi as far as Prairie du 
Chien in Wisconsin. (They plan to include parts of 
the trail that are farther south next year.) The couple 
then continued to Michigan where they enjoyed trails 
around Mackinaw City, Petosky and Traverse City, 
and some of the Pere Marquette Trail that ends in 
Midland, Michigan. The couple wrapped up the trip 
by driving their RV across the southern bit of Ontario 
between Port Huron, Michigan and Niagra to end up 
in Ithaca, New York for a few days.

RVing for Family Fun

The Abeles have been RVers since 1966 when their 
older daughter was two. That was back before they 
included cycling in their travels. The trips back then 
when the children were young were mostly weekends 
and a bit of longer travel in summer. As the children 
grew, so did the distance the group ventured. “We 
could make long trips and went west to the Canadian 
Rockies, down to the Four Corners, and to Minnesota 
to visit relatives.”

RV SPELLS BIKE  
ADVENTURE 
The Open Road Leads to Many 
Great Biking Destinations for This 
RVing Couple.

By: KIMBERLY PERRY, Ed.D, ARRT(R), SPOKES MAGAZINE EDITOR

Since taking up biking in 1998 Fred and Ann Abeles of Maryland have discovered 

a new joy to add to their long–standing passion for RV adventures. After trying 

retiring in 1995 the couple gave a shot at walking and golfing, but they finally hit on 

something they really loved, bicycling. 
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After the children left home, the empty nesters took 
longer trips and extended the travel season. Ann told 
of adventures into Mexico, all across Canada from 
Newfoundland to British Columbia, and the US in-
cluding Alaska. “Once we discovered cycling, our trips 
were planned around good cycling destinations.” 

Locally, the couple takes their RV to Confluence, 
Pennsylvania to ride the Great Allegheny Passage 
(GAP) and to Virginia to ride the Virginia Creep-
er Trail in Abingdon, the New River Trail in the 
southwest part of the state, and sometimes to James-
town to ride the Capital Trail and the parkway to 
Williamsburg. They also drive their rig over to the 
Eastern shore to do road rides. Farther travel takes 
them to great cycling destinations like the Kettle Val-
ley Railway in western Canada, the Coeur d’Alene in 
Idaho, the Mickelson Trail in South Dakota, and the 
P’tit Train du Nord in Quebec. 

Over the years the couple has had some memorable 
adventures, as does every RVing family. Once, when 
they got stuck on a mountain road in West Virginia, 
“we had to have a BIG tow truck to pull us up the 
mountain to a point where we could get turned 
around and find a better route.”

Another trip was going through the “Needles” out 
west while having the mirrors folded in and each 
daughter leaning out the window with directions 
such as “three inches farther left, two inches to clear 
on the right. We were greeted with cheers when we 
made it through.” 

However, Ann and Fred said the best memories are 
when we have lucked into ideal, scenic campsites 
with beautiful views, well-spaced from neighbors. 
“We were in the Yukon once in a very remote camp-
ground, enjoying the solitude, when another RV 
arrived, parked right next to us—though the entire 
park was empty except for us—and then turned 
on their generator for hours. We had to ask them, 
politely, to please turn it off.” 

Memorable bike related people that the couple meet 
are always the distance travelers whom they have an 
opportunity to visit with and share stories. They some-
times run into cyclists they know from home while 
they on one of their far-flung travels.” Cyclists are a 
special community,” said Ann.

Home Away from Home

The current home on wheels for the Abeles is a 2002 
Winnebago Itasca 32-ft motorhome. As with many 
RV owners, tastes, desires, and needs evolve over the 
years. Previous RVs included an Award 23-ft trailer 
(tow trailer) and a Holiday 17-ft tow trailer, which was 
their first RV. The couple has also rented RVs a cou-
ple of times, especially in Europe, and one summer 
they rented a Southwind motorhome before buying 
their current Itasca.

Ann suggests that if you are thinking of giving RV life a 
try, “definitely rent a few times to determine if you are 
really RVers and what you want in an RV.” Some peo-
ple want to have the smallest unit possible, others want 
the luxury of having “a decent refrigerator, kitchen, 
and bath.” In their travels they see all kinds, shapes, 
and sizes of RVs being enjoyed by their owners.  

The couple also tows a Ford Focus behind their rig. 
The car allows them to scoot around at a destination 
around without having to unhook their unit from 
the campground. 
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Occasionally the couple  “dry camps” in Forest 
Service or other Corps of Engineers (COE) camp-
grounds but they have never stayed overnight at a 
Walmart. They prefer to give the campgrounds busi-
ness. “We used to try to find state parks but find that 
often they are too smoky at night because of every-
one’s fires.” Instead, now the couple does not need 
the activities—playgrounds, beaches etc. to entertain 
children, so they usually pick private campgrounds 
which often offer better internet service. Since most 
of the spaces in that type of campgrounds are occu-
pied by “seasonal” units, people who park their RV 
there for several months, the Abeles find they are 
very quiet during the week as everyone has gone 
home and back to work. The couple also finds that 
scenery is not as critical as the quiet. They are out cy-
cling most of the day at often scenic spots, so coming 
home to a quiet campsite is now their priority. 

Hauling Bikes

Ann and Fred use a special bike rack, a connector 
hitch that fits between the motor home and the Blue 
Ox hitch that attaches to their Ford Focus. The rack 
fits the usual frame mounted receiver on the motor 
home. They also have a receiver on Ford Focus so 
they can transfer their bike rack and bikes to the car. 
The Abeles usually ride Tour Easy recumbents which 
Ann said are easily carried on a single-arm bike rack 
by putting them on “head to tail”.

Food, Costs, and Such

An interesting observation the couple has made 
during their travels is “many RVers don’t really cook 
in their RV—or wash dishes. The “take out food” 
arrives and the next morning, we see huge bags of 
trash, paper plates, and packing material outside 
their RV.” Ann on the other hand likes to cook and, 
in fact, finds that having control of their meals and 
portion size is a plus. “The most money saving part 
of having an RV is not having to eat out. Otherwise, 
the other expenses are balancing out the expenses of 
a car (and the gas) + hotel (often $100+ per night) + 
meals versus the campgrounds ($0 to about $50 per 
night for 2) + more gas + depreciation of the RV).” 
Traveling with groceries and cooking with your own 
supplies can result in a significant savings, and bonus 
to keeping food on the healthy side. 

Ideas for Others Thinking of RV Bike Adventures 

Ann suggests using the internet “to look up what bike 
trails exist somewhere that you have (or have not) 
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been thinking of traveling. Some states like Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio, Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, and Wiscon-
sin have hundreds of miles of paved bicycle trails.” 
These trails often take you through interesting little 
towns with history you might not know about. 

A favorite quote of Fred and Ann is “every bike ride 
is an adventure—and every adventure expands your 
time on earth.” She noted that they had heard this 
quote but do not know who said it first. 

On the day of the interview for this article, the couple 
was riding near Petoskey, Michigan towards Alan-
son, they encountered a visitor center about the fish 
hatchery business in northern Michigan and the im-
portance of the “fish trains” that transported young 
fish to people in the woods to “plant” in the lakes and 
ponds to restock the fish populations. They had, like 
most of us never heard of “fish trains.” 

In the Mid-Atlantic the Abeles favorite places to take 
their RV are the Corp of Engineers (COE) Outflow 
Campground in Confluence, Pennsylvania along the 
GAP trail between Ohiopyle and Meyersdale. For the 
Delmarva peninsula, the couple seeks out any camp-
ground where they can get a site on the eastern shore 
near Easton, Cambridge, Salisbury, or Snowhill. If you 
do not have an RV, these are also good places to find 
B&Bs for two to three day cycling adventures.

The couple encourages you to give it a try. You 
might just find a new kind of pleasure in riding. For 
Ann and Fred Abeles, having an RV gives them a 
comfortable place from which to launch their bike 
adventures. Over the years, they have found that the 
open road leads to many happy days and some pretty 
terrific bike destinations.

 ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Kimberly Perry, SPOKES Magazine Editor, is an active living ad-

vocate. She is 9 year veteran of the non-profit cycling advocacy 

world and has enjoyed cycling on and off-road for 25+ years. 

Kim has written creatively since childhood and professionally for 

many years. Prior to working in cycling as a non-profit Executive 

Director, Kim served as a community health educator and pro-

fessor. She has a Doctorate in Education and Master's in Health 

Promotion. Her favorite days are spent on the bike, surfing, 

kiteboarding, skiing, or sailing.
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BIKING IN (VERY) 
SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY
Cycle Cape May to Ocean City, NJ 
and Discover Many Splendors

by ROLAND LEISER 
Photos by RICHARD NOWITZ

If you’re ready for an adventurous and scenic bike ride from Cape May to Ocean City, 

New Jersey, look no further than the 32-mile route of Ocean Drive. 

THE FIRST STEP is to ask for a miniature fold-out 
map from the tourism office. Contact the Cape May 
County Department of Tourism at 800-227-2297;  
one of its eight visitor centers, or go online at: 
theJerseyCape.com. The ingenious publication 
includes an overview of the linear route plus detailed 
maps of each coastal town with street names and 
numbers. Included are Cape May, Wildwood Crest, 
Stone Harbor, Avalon, Sea Isle City, and Ocean City. 

Cyclists will find a constantly changing scene on this 
32-mile plus route known as Ocean Drive. It includes 
endless marinas and marshlands, sand dunes, board-
walks, bridges, and rides through six coastal towns 
where elegant communities stand in contrast to the 
hum-drum and bizarre.

To begin the ride from Cape May City, head north to 
Lafayette Street, then toward Highway 109, just past 
the Cape May Canal, and turn on to Ocean Drive 
(highway 621). Return via Highway 9 or back track on 
the same coastal route.

I and photographer Richard Nowitz start out early 
one morning to complete this largely flat ride. There 
are gradual ascents on four bridges of which three 
require tolls—but not for bikers. The Cape May 
County Veterans Memorial Bridge outside of town 
spans about 1/10 of a mile but it’s a gentle climb. We 
next cross the Grassy Sound Bridge, so narrow that 
we have to steer the bikes over the bridge pavement 
from a foot-high elevated walkway.

Near the veterans memorial bridge a sign announces 
“Route of the Gull Ocean Drive,” the only one that I 
recalled. But more of them would help steer bikers 
in the right direction at a couple of less-than-clear 
intersections.

Some notable sights as you leave the city include the 
Cape May National Wildlife Refuge, part of the New 
Jersey Coast Heritage Trail, and Snow’s Bumble Bee 
Foods, the county’s last remaining seafood factory. 
Riding past marinas, you’ll catch lots of odors of fish. 
The actual distance that we covered was probably 
longer than 32 miles, but guys with cameras like to 
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detour for unusual shots or to look for the best light 
for their photos.

This open country lacks any tall trees for shade, and 
summer temperatures average in the mid-upper 80s, 
but an occasional ocean breeze would provide some 
relief. Fortunately, we found stores for cold drinks; 
beginning at Cape May, all towns include shops for 
bike repair, sales and rentals. Want a cooler ride? 
Consider a fall venture when temperatures drop to 
the mid-low 70s.

Some communities include dedicated bike lanes 
on the main streets, and boardwalks are suitable for 
cycling. Restrictions do apply during the high tourist 
season: no riding past 10 AM in Cape May and none 
past 11 AM at North Wildwood and Ocean City. After 
Labor Day, biking on boardwalks is allowed at any 
time, explained Diane Wieland, Cape May County’s 
director of tourism.

We saw only a few bikers in sparsely-populated rural 
areas, and it seemed that bikers easily outnumbered 
pedestrians on the coastal towns’ main streets.

Except at one or two intersections, the route was 
clearly indicated on the map. Twice I lost Richard 
when he went off for a special shot, but each time 
we caught up. It is hard to get lost on this basically 
straight line route.

Entering Wildwood Crest, the first of three contigu-
ous coastal towns with the word Wildwood, we passed 
by much new residential development on highway 
621 (Pacific Avenue), then entered Wildwood itself. 
But my photographer quickly became bored with 
neat lawns and impeccable houses and urged me to 
find the boardwalk. First we rode over to Atlantic Av-
enue with its zany buildings of the so-called Doo-Wop 
design from the 1950s and 1960s. Then we stopped 
briefly to chat with Tom Bada, of the Sea Gull Motel 
staff to clarify the map.

“My family came here in the 1940s, and thankfully 
they stayed here. Wildwood and north Wildwood 
are the two oldest towns on the barrier islands, “ he 

explained. Tom, a former motel owner, recommend-
ed that we see the Wildwood Historical Museum, but 
time was too short. 

If you’re not familiar with Doo-Wop, think garish 
neon signs, fake palm trees, asymmetric architecture, 
and angular walls. Known as the Doo Wop Motel Dis-
trict, the area includes lodgings with such odd names 
as the Matador and Condor in Wildwood and the 
Lollipop in north Wildwood.

After our chat, we reached the boardwalk, which is 
on the National Geographic Traveler’s list of the 10 
best in the country. It seemed endless but it’s only 
two miles long and full of things you’d expect from 
a boardwalk: shops for T-shirts and beach gear, pizza 
joints, restaurants, weird signs and amusement rides 
all types. In North Wildwood, we rode on a paved 
bike path from 16th Avenue to seventh avenue after 
leaving the boardwalk.
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At North Wildwood, Richard veered off to photograph 
the town’s Hereford Inlet Lighthouse–one of two exist-
ing on the coastal route, and I quickly lose sight of him 
but eventually we catch up at Stone Harbor.

Further out on the highway, there are signs for turtle 
crossings aimed at reducing road kill. As the tourism 
office’s Wieland told me, the little diamondback 
terrapin crosses to lay eggs in the marshland on the 
other side of the road and then return. Hatchlings, 
once born, likewise plod back across the highway. 
None were observed on this trip.

There were many sights to see but not enough 
time for them. At the elegant community of Stone 
Harbor, more than a 100 years old, the Stone Har-
bor Bird Sanctuary, a National Natural Landmark, 
looked appealing. But we had to move on, stopping 
briefly for refreshment at a yogurt store. On the 
main street, appropriately named Dune Drive, we 
could only glimpse the huge homes set back in 
seclusion. Stone Harbor runs right into Avalon, 
another upscale community.

As the trail continued, we headed into Sea Isle City, as 
different from Stone Harbor and Avalon as Washing-
ton, DC is from Baltimore. Two and three-story frame 
houses line the main street named Pleasure Avenue 
where homeowners use stones instead of grass in 
their front yards to conserve water. Downtown near 
the boardwalk, a friendly restaurant staff filled our 
water bottles before we left to ride on a paved board-
walk, which ends at 29th Street.

After Sea Isle City, our final destination loomed 
closer as we entered a rural area known as Upper 
Township. We breezed past sand dunes and beaches, 
crossed Russ Chattin Bridge, the last before Ocean 
City, and passed by Corson’s Inlet State Park, also on 
the state’s heritage trail.

The route can be extended to Somers Point on 
highway 52 for a total of 42 miles, but finishing the 
ride in Ocean City, we thought, "That’s enough for 
one day."

To get to Cape May, take the ferry from Lewes, DE or 
drive from Silver Spring, MD, crossing the Delaware 
Memorial Bridge into New Jersey.

 ABOUT THE AUTHOR and PHOTOGRAPHER:

Roland Leiser, a former Washington bureau chief of Travel Agent 

magazine, is a freelance writer based in Silver Spring, MD. 

Richard Nowitz, who lives in Rockville, is a National Geographic 

photographer and utilizes his bike in shooting photos for guide 

books in Washington, DC, Philadelphia, Boston and Pittsburgh.
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TRISPOKES by RON CASSIE ron_cassie@yahoo.com

Hampstead’s Zaferes Races to the Olympics

IN AUGUST OF 2012, at the USA Triathlon Olym-
pic-Distance National Championship in Burlington, 
Vermont, Katie Zaferes of Hampstead, Maryland, 
captured the women’s 20-24 age group title while 
finishing a close third overall. It proved both a con-
fident boost and a turning point. The following year, 
the former North Carroll High School and Syracuse 
University track and cross-country star—she also 
lettered in lacrosse, soccer. and swimming in high 
school—decided to enter the professional triathlete 
ranks, winning her first career pro title in at the 2013 
Palamos ITU Triathlon World Cup. 

Tellingly, she was named USA Triathlon’s Elite Rook-
ie of the Year.

Fast forward to this past May. The 27-year-old, build-
ing her resume over the past four years, including 
posting six podium finishes in ITU World Triathlon 
Series events during the 2015 season, was named the 
third and final selection to the women’s U.S. Olym-
pic triathlon squad. Thus inspired, she took her first 
World Triathlon Series title in Hamburg three weeks 
later in June—leading the race through all three dis-
ciplines. “I ran in fear that I was going to get caught, 
but also ran thinking that I might have a shot,” Zaf-
eres said. “Winning Hamburg was exciting because it 
was a goal I’ve been waiting to achieve. If I have one 
takeaway message it is that you must believe.”

Riding that wave of momentum, Zaferes was the 
second American finisher behind race favorite and 
gold medalist Gwen Jorgensen, coming in 18th overall 
in Rio. In fact, Zaferes hit the beach in second place 
after the swim and hung among the leaders during 
the bike leg before falling off the pace and getting 
overtaken during the run. 

It was a strong result and one that could’ve even been 
better, but Zaferes wasn’t disappointed.

“You know everybody is peaking for the Games, 
and that’s what I was peaking for,” Zaferes said 
afterward. “When it all comes together it’s a differ-
ent race than any race I’ve done. In the WTS races 
there’s always somebody missing, but in the Olym-
pics every one of those awesome athletes is there, 
and it changes things.”

A member of USA Triathlon’s Collegiate Recruitment 
Program at Syracuse, Zaferes was named to the na-
tional All-Academic team as a senior physical educa-
tion major. She was also a second-team All-American 
selection in the 3,000-meter steeplechase—an event 
in which she holds the Orangemen’s outdoor record 
and a former standout runner at Syracuse University.

To increase the depth and quality of potential U.S. 
Olympic triathletes, USA Triathlon in 2009 turned its 
attention to the collegiate ranks with the launch of its 
Collegiate Recruitment Program. Of the U.S. Olym-
pic triathletes to date, all but one have come from 
a Division I swimming or running background. The 
program’s goal is to expose collegiate swimmers and 
runners, who have both a background in the other 
sport and are finished with their eligibility, to the pos-
sibility of making a career out of triathlon. Jorgensen, 
for example, started her triathlon career through the 
six-month program.
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“My dad is the one who first got me into triathlons, 
though often I don’t let him take the credit for it,” 
Zaferes said. “He has been there for me every step of 
the way sharing in both my successes and failures as 
a triathlete. No matter the outcome he is a constant 
for me with unwavering support. Cheering me on 
throughout the entire race, being the first to text or 
call me to wish me good luck and always ready at the 
finish line for congratulatory celebrations or a com-
forting hug. He is the one who drove 24 hours with 
me to deliver me to Colorado Springs so I wouldn’t 
have to drive alone.”

Zaferes and her father aren’t the only athletes in the 
family, however. She married men’s pro Tommy Zaf-
eres—who missed qualifying for the Games by three 
slots—a year ago. 

The son of a couple of professional photographers, 
he’s often seen shooting her at big races—as he did 
in Rio. Afterward, her husband took his wife for her 
favorite post-race meal. Ice cream and a hamburger, 
in that order.

They live together in Santa Cruz. They both train with 
coach Joel Filliol. They travel to every race together. 

Through it all, Zaferes says that her goal remains 
the same today: “To race as hard as I can in an effort 
to further exceed goals that I never thought possible 
for myself.”

The program is led by Barb Lindquist, who success-
fully made the transition from Stanford swimmer to a 
10-year elite triathlete and 2004 Olympian, and works 
with collegiate coaches who refer their athletes. USA 
Triathlon assesses the triathlon potential of these 
referrals, and then develops that talent through men-
torship and elite triathlon coaching.

Despite the inevitable ups and downs in any pro 
athlete’s career, Zaferes knew early on she was on the 
right track in her chosen career after turning pro.

“With each race this season,” Zaferes wrote on her 
blog back in 2013, “I have known that I had the piec-
es to have a stand out race, but haven’t had a race 
where they had all come together. I went into the 
Palamos World Cup with the goal to correct some of 
my past errors and do everything I possibly could to 
set myself up for success.”

At North Carroll, she won Maryland state titles 
in both the outdoor 1600-meter run and indoor 
1600-meter run, adding a state title in the indoor 
3,200-meter run as well. 

Zaferes, whose maiden name is Hulsey—actually 
competed in her first triathlon eight years ago, on 
Father’s Day, in Carroll County’s Tri to Win Sprint 
triathlon benefiting the Joanna M. Nicolay Melano-
ma Foundation. She didn’t have a tri suit, a bike, 
bike shoes, or a swim or bike training base. She did 
it, she said, because it was something her dad Bill 
suggested they do together on Father’s Day. 

Of course, she and her dad, a senior systems ana-
lyst at Northrop Grumman, ended up winning the 
father-daughter competition in the first triathlons for 
both of them.

Also in 2013, her father, who had been trying for 
several years to get Zaferes to do the Columbia Tri-
athlon, finally got her to commit to the long-running 
Howard County event. 
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BEYOND CELL AND 
SPARE TUBE, YOU NEED 
TO BIKE WITH AUTO  
INSURANCE
by LAURI BOXER-MACOMBER

Yes, often your car insurance will cover a bike crash.

BEFORE HEADING OUT for a ride most of us intu-
itively check our air, brakes, chains, and cranks and 
do a once over of our bikes. We confirm our helmets 
are secure, our cell phones and Garmins are charged, 
and that we have lights, if we think we’ll need them. 

How many of those among us, though, run through 
this checklist before heading off on our bikes?

• Life Insurance
• Health Insurance
• Automobile Insurance
• Disability Insurance
• Homeowners Insurance

Likewise, how many of us know our state minimum au-
tomobile insurance coverage statutes or how our own 
automobile insurance may apply in the event of a bi-
cycle crash? What about our knowledge of our health 
insurance plans, the scope of that coverage, and how 
much in co-pays and deductibles we must pay before 
our insurer is obligated to start making payments? 

Let’s be honest. We’d prefer to read race results and 
track KOMs on Strava than study the amendments and 
endorsements to our insurance policies. At the begin-
ning of each riding season, we’d rather think about 
the color and texture of our new handlebar tape than 
about the size and scope of our uninsured and under-
insured coverage. And, when there is money to spare, 
we’d rather spend it on new cleats, a new wheelset or 
on a cool commuter bike than on insurance. 

While riding bikes makes us all feel like five-year-olds 
on our big wheels, thinking about insurance reminds 
us of our own mortality. As a result, many of us simply 
ignore it until it is too late. The reality is that when 
we get injured in an automobile v. bicycle crash and 
suffer physical and other damages, insurance matters. 

A Current Example: The Kalamazoo Tragedy

Let’s take the horrific and unimaginable tragedy in 
Michigan as a current example of why we as bicyclists 

If we are going any significant distance, we ensure 
our saddlebags have tools, spare tubes, CO2 cartridg-
es, and that our jersey pockets have got what we need 
to stay shielded from the elements and sufficiently 
fueled to go the distance.
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need to start caring more about insurance. While I 
cannot purport to even come close to understanding 
the losses and damages of the families of the five 
bicyclists who were killed in the crash and the four 
bicyclists who were injured, when I think about insur-
ance and remedies for these people and families, I 
cannot help but think about the possibility that their 
extensive losses and damages might not be covered 
by Mr. Pickett (the driver accused of negligently and 
recklessly causing the crash) and his insurer(s), if any. 

If Mr. Pickett and his insurers cannot cover these losses 
and damages, the losses and damages suffered by each 
of the nine bicyclists and/or his or her family will either 
be covered by the bicyclist’s own available insurance 
or will become the liabilities of the injured bicyclist or 
his/her estate. If these bicyclists are like many of their 
counterparts on the roadway, there will simply not be 
enough insurance coverage. And, while no amount 
of insurance coverage that these bicyclists could have 
carried would ever be sufficient to make any of these 
people or their families whole, having insurance funds 
available to pay medical bills, cover lost wages, and 
address the other needs of the people and families that 
survived this horrific event sure wouldn’t hurt.

Hipsters and Doctors Are Not Immune 

It isn’t just extreme catastrophes like the situation 
in Kalamazoo that should give us pause and prompt 
us to think about insurance. Over the years, my 
colleagues and I at Kelly, Remmel and Zimmerman 
and the bike crash lawyers within the Bike Law Net-
work have represented thousands of people in cases 
where the scope and extent of their own insurance 
coverage (or lack thereof) has made a huge differ-
ence to them and their families. 

A few cases where there was not enough coverage 
haunt me and, in fact, have caused me to re-examine 
my own coverage for the benefit of myself, my hus-
band, and my children. Among them is the case I had 
several years ago involving “James” a smart, young, 
urban hipster who loved riding his bike and elected 
to live a car-free lifestyle. James chose an occupation 
he loved and that afforded him many hours a week 
on his bike on his days off. Although health care 
coverage was an option for him at work, it came with 
a hefty price tag, so he took a pass. When it came to 
car and other insurance, James also declined cover-
age. James was a licensed driver in good status, but he 
and his wife went everywhere by foot, bike and public 
transportation and, as such, they did not think there 
was any need for such coverage. 

Life was great, and all was well, until it wasn’t. 

One day, while James was on one of his long rides, 
he was hit from behind by a motor vehicle traveling 
at a high speed after he lawfully took control of the 
travel lane to make a left hand turn. Among other 
things, he suffered a serious brain injury, permanent 
impairment, and significant medical bills. The driver 
that hit him, however, only carried Maine’s $50,000 
minimum limits in automobile liability insurance and 
had no assets or steady employment from which any 
judgment against him, if obtained, could be satis-
fied. Likewise, because James and his wife carried no 
health, disability, automobile, or other insurance, 
they were left with no place to turn to fill the gap 
between the driver’s insurance and their needs.

Although insufficient insurance coverage greatly 
impacts the twenty-something year olds who are 
injured early in their lives as they are attempting to 
build their homes, careers and communities, it is not 

just a problem impacting car-fee millennials. Often, 
well-paid professionals who have sufficient capacity to 
purchase adequate insurance find themselves in the 
same type of dilemma as James and his wife. Surpris-
ingly, many professionals carry only the minimum 
automobile insurance limits (or something close to 
them), and find themselves and their families strug-
gling just like James to make ends meet after they are 
seriously injured in bike crashes. 

While many of these smart and well-educated pro-
fessionals believed that their health and disability 
insurance would cover them if anything ever went 
wrong, and if anyone else responsible for their 
losses couldn’t pay, what they didn’t realize or un-
derstand until it was too late were the limitations of 
their coverage. 

While health and disability insurance are import-
ant, they are often not enough to comprehensively 
and fully address all of a person’s or a family’s 
post-crash losses—which often include lost wages, 
lost opportunities, permanent impairment, emo-
tional distress, years of pain and suffering, a loss of 
consortium, and other damages. This is why bicy-
clists may want to think more carefully about their 
insurance coverage, including their automobile 
insurance coverage.

Yes, Your Automobile Insurance Policy May Cover 
Your Bike Crash.

When it comes to automobile insurance, it is import-
ant for all riders to know and understand that it is 
not just the driver’s automobile insurance coverage 
that matters, but our own. When I tell people this, 
the most common response is for people to think 
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they misheard me. Then, when I tell them that I did 
indeed state that their automobile insurance may ap-
ply to their bike crash, they often ask something like: 
“Why on earth would my own automobile insurance 
company ever pay for my injuries from bicycle crash 
caused by someone else?”

The answer is actually quite simple and logical. When 
we buy automobile insurance, we are often purchasing 
insurance protection not only for the harm we may cause 
to other people with our automobiles but also for automo-
bile-related harms that we may suffer. Our automobile 
insurance policies not only have liability provisions 
and property damage provisions that cover us in the 
event we cause harm to someone else or their vehicle 
and/or in the event our vehicle is damaged, but they 
also often contain provisions addressing uninsured/
underinsured coverage (“UM coverage”) and medi-
cal payment insurance (“medpay coverage”). These 
provisions become important to us as bicyclists in the 
event of a crash.

Let me explain.

UM Coverage: What It Is and How It Can Protect 
Against More Than Just “Hit and Runs”

UM Coverage is exactly what its name purports it to 
be. It is automobile insurance coverage that gener-
ally kicks in and covers an insured person when the 
motorist primarily responsible for a crash: (1) cannot 
be identified; (2) has been identified, but unlawfully 
does not carry any insurance (i.e. is uninsured); or (3) 
has been identified, has tendered his/her insurance 
policy limits, but does not carry enough insurance to 
fully compensate you and your family members for 
your losses and damages (i.e. is underinsured).

While many people rightfully associate UM Cover-
age with “hit and runs” automobile v. automobile 
crashes, it is also important to know that UM Cover-
age also can apply when the “hit and run” involves 
injury to a bicyclist. 

UM Coverage may also be available to an injured bi-
cyclist in “no contact” situations (i.e. situations where 
an unidentified negligent driver leaves the scene of a 
crash after negligently causing a bicyclist to crash but 
without ever making contact with the bicyclist or the 
bicycle). For example, if a motorist acts negligently 
by violating the minimum three foot passing law and 
causes a bicyclist to swerve and crash, and if that mo-
torist intentionally or unintentionally leaves the scene 
of the crash, the bicyclist should be able to successful-
ly make a UM claim under his or her own automobile 
policy for the amount of his or her damages up to the 
amount of the purchased UM Coverage. 

Further, UM Coverage commonly extends to bi-
cyclists in cases where the amount of the damages 
suffered by the injured bicyclist exceeds the amount 
of the motorist’s insurance coverage. For example, 
had the Kalamazoo tragedy occurred in Maine, and 
had Mr. Pickett only carried the minimum amount of 
insurance required by Maine law (up to $50,000 per 
person and up to $100,000 total per crash), the bicy-
clists’ own UM coverages would all come into play. If 
each of the nine bicyclists received $11,111.11 under 
the driver’s policy and if one of the surviving nine 
bicyclists carried a UIM policy in the same amount of 
the driver, the most in UIM coverage that the bicy-
clist would likely be entitled to would be $38,888.89 
(the difference between the $50,000 she purchased 
in coverage and the $11,111.11 he already received 
from the driver). In contrast, if one of the other 
surviving bicyclists purchased and carried $500,000 in 
UIM Coverage, that bicyclist would likely be entitled 
to receive up to $488,888.89 for damages arising out 
of the very same crash.

In Maine, what a bicyclist may be entitled to in the way 
of UM Coverage can often be very complicated and 
requires interpretation of a combination of your insur-
ance contract, the UM statute and case law. Further, 
there are requirements that must be satisfied before 
you can reach your UM coverage. As such, working 
with an attorney who not only understands bicycle and 
personal injury law, but insurance law, is key.

Medpay Coverage: What It Is and Why It Matters 
Even if You Are Already Have Health Insurance

Medpay insurance is one of the other types of insur-
ance found under our automobile insurance policies 
that should matter to us. When we buy medpay in-

surance we are usually buying protection for medical 
expenses incurred by us and others in the event of 
an automobile-related crash. In Maine, the medical 
insurance payment coverage minimum limit is $2,000 
and our medical payment insurance generally covers 
us and others in our car if we or our car’s occupants 
are injured and incur medical bills. Most people 
don’t realize, however, that our medical payment 
automobile insurance also often applies in the event 
of a bicycle crash caused by an automobile. 

Knowing how and when your automobile medical 
payment insurance applies in the event of a bicycle 
crash becomes important for a number of reasons. 

(continued on page 22)
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A RIDE WORTH THE 
CHALLENGE
Indiana's RAINSTORM Takes  
Century Riding to a New Level

by RUSTY DOWDEN

As new road cyclists gain experience, thoughts of riding longer distances begin to 

creep into their minds. For some, those longer rides will vary from 40 to 60 or 75 

miles; for others, century rides are the goal. Century rides are enjoyable and certainly 

can be a challenge, especially when factoring in the weather and the terrain, but 

eventually even they aren’t enough for some riders.

I UNDERSTAND THAT feeling, since I’ve experi-
enced it after getting back on the bike in June 2014, 
mainly to get into better shape without ruining my 
knees. After riding some local longer distance rides 
and being bitten by the bug, I started hearing and 
reading about “ultra-distance” rides people were 
doing. These rides range from the one- or two-day 
200-400K rides like the Ride Across Indiana (RAIN) 
to multi-day events like those in the Rockies, Ver-
mont, and other states.

The RAIN ride has a tagline of “One Day—One Way, 
160 Miles.” Starting in Terre Haute and finishing just 
shy of the Ohio border in Richmond, RAIN traverses 
the width of Indiana primarily along Historic Route 
40. Organized by the Bloomington Bicycle Club 
and scheduled for the third Saturday in July, RAIN 
attracts over one thousand riders.

However, RAINSTORM, which stands for “Ride 
Across Indiana: Same Thing, Only Ride More,” takes 
century riding to an entirely new level. RAINSTORM 
is organized by Kathy Smith and Mark Napier for a 
group of approximately 60 dedicated riders. It starts 
in Richmond early Monday morning before RAIN. It 
is a five-day event with routes navigating the southern 
Indiana countryside, showcasing beautiful scenery 
and never-ending hills (did I mention each day is at 
least a century in length?). Monday morning starts 
at Earlham College in Richmond and ends at Abe 
Martin Lodge in Brown County State Park after a 116-
mile journey through small towns and farmland with 
an elevation gain of almost 3,000 feet. The biggest 
climbs don’t begin until after the 90-mile mark, and 
there’s a major final climb to reach the first overnight 
lodge. After consuming endless amounts of good 
food such as baked fish, fresh vegetables, rice, meat-
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loaf, and a full salad bar at the dinner buffet, we find 
it easy to get a good night’s sleep before doing it all 
again the next day.

Tuesday starts with a healthy breakfast buffet at 6 AM 
before we load bags onto the truck and head out on 
a shorter ride of only 100 miles, but with over 3,700 
feet of climbing. You might think your legs would be 
dragging after riding 116 miles on Monday, but after 
stretching and easing into the day of riding, most 
participants feel fairly comfortable. The day’s route 
meanders eastward through rolling Brown County 
farmland and then south through small towns with 
local restaurants eager to serve hungry us. Several rid-
ers stopped for heaping plates of “second breakfast” 
at Cafe Maria, the town restaurant in Freetown, Indi-
ana. We finish the day by riding into Clifty Falls State 
Park, ready for another much needed buffet dinner, 
a soothing massage and a good night’s rest, but only 
after another final climb that just won’t end. Our 
destination, Clifty Inn at Clifty Falls State Park, sits 
high above the Ohio River just outside the town of 
Madison. Most of our rooms are “Riverview Rooms,” 
with balconies overlooking the Ohio. Indiana is a coal 
producing state, and it’s not unusual to see a barge 
floating past in silence below.

Day three takes everyone westward through con-
tinuous rolling hills and ends at Spring Mill Inn at 
Spring Mill State Park after 105 miles with 3,300 
feet of climbing. The route passes through the town 
of Salem, with its imposing Romanesque revival 
courthouse constructed of locally quarried, world 
renowned Salem Limestone, and by Beck’s Mill, a 
restored grist mill whose original structure was built 
by a Revolutionary War veteran. The days begin to 
follow a pattern of waking up, eating, riding, more 
eating, resting, and sleeping. Fortunately, you are 
surrounded by a supportive group of people sharing 
the same goals.

Day four offers a choice: head west to the tiny town 
of Shoals (known for its Catfish Festival) on an out ’n 
back, then north toward Bloomington for 100 miles 
of riding with 5,400 feet of climbing, or ride straight 
to Bloomington for a hilly metric century. The short-
er option is welcome for those who need to visit a 
bike shop, do laundry, or get some extra rest. Bloom-
ington, home of Indiana University and the Little 500 
bicycle race, is known for its vibrant restaurant scene 
and craft beer. Thursday night on RAINSTORM is 
when riders go out on the town with their new friends 
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to eat almost any style of cuisine imaginable— 
Afghan, Italian, Greek, Thai, Indian, vegan/vegetari-
an fare, burgers, traditional New York bagels—before 
turning in at the comfortable Courtyard Marriott.

The final century of the week ends at the Drury 
Inn in Terre Haute. This route took a new way out 
of Bloomington this year due to I-69 road con-
struction, passing through a limestone quarry that 
spans both sides of the road. We pass giant blocks of 
smooth, pale stone as we climb. Rewarding descents 
on new pavement are followed by more climbing. 
Overall the route is a mix of steep hills with some 
flat stretches, until it flattens considerably in about 
the final third of the ride.

At the Drury, riders head to the conference room to 
pick up RAIN packets, and discuss riding strategies 
for RAIN. The weather is an important topic: How 
much wind, and from which direction? How hot will 
it be? Is any rain expected? By Friday evening, the en-
tire hotel buzzes with excitement about RAIN as old 
friends reunite and new riders receive tips from veter-
ans. The Drury Inn has been hosting RAIN riders for 
years, and offers a fully stocked breakfast beginning 
at 5 AM Saturday morning to accommodate them.

Riding across the state sounds impossible after five 
centuries. Amazingly, RAIN almost feels like a rest 
day. The route has minimal turns, well-stocked rest 
stops, and most importantly, is fairly flat. I arrive at 

Earlham College to find STORM riders near the 
finish line cheering for friends, resting, snacking, and 
reliving the week and their accomplishments.

Riding RAINSTORM is a great achievement. In my 
opinion, it’s not the ride itself or the scenery that 
are most memorable or impressive, though. It’s the 
people. I have ridden RAINSTORM twice so far and 
found a wide range of biking styles both years. There 
are those new to cycling who want to discover what an 
ultra-distance ride is all about, and whether they have 
what it takes to complete one. There are seasoned 
riders, like Jim, who tell stories about different rides 
around the country. There are triathletes, like Brian, 
Heidi, and Beth—fun to ride with until you get too 
tired. There are pairs and groups of riders, like the 
group from Iowa that adopted Marty from Michigan 
for the week. Their friendship makes long hours in 
the saddle pass more quickly, and and perhaps more 
importantly, extends beyond the duration of the 
event. RAINSTORM has a high percentage of repeat 
riders Some ride every year, some every other year, 
and some every three years or so.

Certainly, this type of ultra distance riding isn’t for 
everyone, but those that want to explore their limits 
can visit rainstormultra.com to get more information 
about RAINSTORM. Registration for 2017 will opens 
on January 1; don’t wait too long to register, or you 
will miss out on a tough week of riding that is well 
worth the challenge. I’ll see you out there.

 ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Rusty Dowden lives on the Indianapolis north side where he 

enjoys cycling with groups of any size and is always ready to 

share a bite or drink especially after that latest climb that we 

never want to do again.
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POWER TO THE PEDALS
Pepco Electrical Corridors Set to 
Become Bike Trails

by CHARLES PEKOW

Wires running overhead have long sent electrical energy along Pepco right-of-ways 

through the Mid-Atlantic. But eventually, we will be able to use our own energy to 

power our way through the same corridors using our legs. Pepco has agreed to turn 

its utility corridors in Maryland into recreational trail corridors. The agreement came 

as one of the conditions of the sale of much-maligned electric company to Exelon, the 

Chicago-based energy conglomerate, which was approved by all relevant government 

agencies after a tortuous process.

WHY NOT OPEN the lines to bicycling? It has been 
done in plenty of other places around the country, 
ranging from Papillion, Nebraska to Seattle. It’s time 
we caught up in the Mid-Atlantic. We have turned 
railroad right-of-ways into highly successful bike trails 
(Washington & Old Dominion, Capital Crescent 
Trail, Baltimore & Annapolis, etc.). But unlike turn-
ing a railroad into a trail, you don’t have to wait until 
the company abandons the line to build a trail in a 
utility corridor.

Cyclists, hikers, and equestrian groups are eyeing and 
pushing for turning several power lines in Montgom-
ery and Prince George’s counties in Maryland into 
long trails, suitable for rides in their own right and 
connections to existing parks and trails. The first line 
to be built along Pepco right of way will go in a north-
south path in Montgomery County. If the project 
succeeds, Pepco will work with local governments and 
recreational advocacy groups to expand it through-
out the region.

The Bethesda-Dickerson Corridor runs on a south-
east-northwest route from the Pepco substation on 
Westlake Drive in Bethesda on the south, through 
Cabin John Regional Park, connecting with Watts 
Branch Stream Valley Park, Muddy Branch Park and 
Seneca Creek State Park to its northern terminus at 
South Germantown Recreational Park, home of the 
Maryland SoccerPlex. Power lines make great trail 
connectors because they tend to go through parks 
because it was easier for utilities to get right-of-way 
through parks than through private property. “Com-
pared with the cost of acquiring land for a trail, it is 
a no-brainer,” says Dave Scull, a lawyer for mountain 
bikers who have been pushing for the deal.

The deal calls for parallel paved and unpaved trails. 
Because it’s easier to build, the unpaved trail will go 
up first, so mountain bikers, hikers and equestrians 
will be able to enjoy the route sooner than road 
bikers. No timetable has yet been set “but we can get 

going soon,” Scull says. The merger deal says that 
Pepco will bear most of the costs and can ask for a 
rate increase to help cover them as long as the trails 
provide the added benefit of making it easier for 
the utility to get their crews to the towers for mainte-
nance and repair. (So before complaining too loudly 
if your energy bill goes up, remember at least part of 
the increase is going to provide you with great places 
to ride.) As a Pepco report on the project issued 
in July put it “(p)ermanent paths will provide for 
faster access for restoration of lines damaged during 
storms and less impact on wetlands and streams since 
pathways will be built to mitigate damage to sensitive 
areas.” But Pepco can only get rate payers to pay the 
cost when the trails will help it, which won’t cover the 
entirety of the routes.

Pepco is forming several committees to bring the 
project and others to fruition. They include staff from 
Pepco as well as Montgomery and Prince George’s 
counties, the Mid-Atlantic Off-Road Enthusiasts 
(MORE), the Maryland Department of Natural Re-
sources (DNR), the Montgomery County Department 
of Transportation and the Washington Area Bicyclist 
Association (of which I am a member). The individ-
ual groups are tasked with everything from financing 
to design standards for the paved and unpaved trails, 
paving, insurance and getting all required govern-
ment approvals. They also have to figure out who 
bears responsibility for many matters such as keeping 
the trails clear of everything from snow to debris, how 
to handle complaints from trail neighbors, access, 
parking, how to manage stormwater runoff, and so 
forth. Pepco retains the right to set policy to ensure 
that no cars or anything else blocks access to its pow-
erlines or impinges on safety. “We have a long way to 
go,” says Pepco spokesperson Lendel Jones. “Most of 
the plan details are still being worked out.”

Yet to be resolved is paying the full costs, especial-
ly of the paved trails. M-NCPPC, which owns the 

Montgomery and Prince George’s parks, isn’t al-
lowed under its state charter to build trails outside 
its boundaries—no one anticipated it doing so when 
the agency was born. So the Maryland legislature may 
have to amend the charter if either the Montgomery 
or Prince George’s parks departments want to con-
tribute. But the Montgomery County Department of 
Parks gave us a statement saying it “will not be paying 
for any trail that is not constructed on park land.” 
Nor will it enter into an agreement (as it sometimes 
has before to less than fully-satisfactory results) to 
acquire an easement or become the caretaker for 
facilities on private property.

Plans call for making the unpaved trail eight feet 
wide. It’s not clear how wide the paved trail will 
be, probably between eight and 12 feet. Permitting 
sounds simple but has to go through offices dealing 
with everything from traffic control to rights of way, 
wetlands protection, impact on endangered species, 
historic preservation, etc. Plans call for starting with 
the unpaved section on the northern end of the cor-
ridor between the SoccerPlex and Quince Orchard 
Rd. Given all the above factors, Pepco estimates it will 
take between one and two years before the section 
opens. Cost estimates range from approximately $5 
million to $10 million to build the initial segment 
and Pepco is only obligated to pay for some of it. 

It seems like such an obvious route, you wonder why 
it hadn’t been built years ago. The answer is that 
Pepco had been reluctant to open its land to public 
use. Exelon has plenty of experience allowing trail 
use of its power lines everywhere else and none of 
the qualms that disturbed Pepco officials who weren’t 
experienced in the concept. Pepco was concerned 
about whether state law provides adequate protection 
should someone get hurt. But every state has enact-
ed some type of recreational use statute that shields 
a property owner from liability for damages if they 
allow free recreational use, unless they set a trap. 
Most of the laws date back to the 1950s and 60s, when 
hunters pushed for them.

Montgomery County government has gotten enthu-
siastically behind the project. The County Council 
passed a resolution of support. Casey Anderson, 
chair of the Maryland-National Capital Park & Plan-
ning Commission (M-NCPPC) wrote the Maryland 
Public Service Commission (MPSC) a year ago ask-
ing it to include trail development as a condition of 
the merger. He pointed out that riders could use the 
trails for more than recreation and exercise. “These 
trails not only would link Montgomery County’s res-
idents to M-NCPPC’s park system, but also to other 
important destinations—including employment 
centers, shopping areas and transit stations,” An-
derson wrote. (The southern terminus of the initial 
line lies near Westfield Montgomery Mall and its bus 
depot and the Rock Spring Park office center, for 
instance.) The state loves the idea too. “Our mission 
is to connect public lands. This is connected to our 
mission. This will provide access to Seneca Creek 
State Park. We’ll make it work,” promises Steve Carr, 
DNR land trails planner.

Building trails on utility corridors faces unique 
problems not encountered when converting rail lines 
into trails, the latter of which local jurisdictions have 
experienced. Railroad companies built generally on 
relatively flat solid lands and already built bridges and 
crossing lights—not concerns to power companies. 
Trials on utility corridors may involve more hills than 
rail-trail conversions.

Montgomery has been anticipating the project and 
factored it into its Countywide Park Trails Plan. “ I am 
not sure there will be a great adjustment needed. I 
believe the department of parks is in a good position 
to handle additional park and trail users. In fact we 
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look forward to the additional usage. We as a depart-
ment are very excited about this unique opportunity,” 
Bob Turnbull, natural surface trails program manag-
er for Montgomery parks, wrote in an email.

Since the transmission corridors consist largely of 
clear-cut space, users will have to ride unshaded. And 
what about amenities that people will no doubt de-
mand: picnic tables, benches, port-o-potties, signage, 
historical markers, gazebos, water fountains, parking 
lots—and shade for those needing a brake from sun 
and heat like we experienced this summer? “I’d be 
surprised if Pepco provided amenities,” says John Wet-
more, producer of the Perils for Pedestrians television 
series and an advocate for the project. “It might be 

good to have a friends of the trail group,” such as the 
Friends of the W&OD Trail, Coalition for the Capitol 
Crescent Trail (of which I am a member) and the 
Friends of Anne Arundel County Trails. “There are 
easily enough people there to support a friends of the 
trail group that could do clean-ups, plant spring bulbs 
and provide benches.” If the trail corridors lack ame-
nities, links to other local parks become all the more 
important, Wetmore adds. But historically, communi-
ties add the amenities after building the trails.

In testimony before MPSC, Dave Magill, trails direc-
tor for the Mid-Atlantic Off-Road Enthusiasts, prom-
ised “our coalition’s members will be contributing 
thousands of volunteer hours to building, maintain-

ing and patrolling the new trails, as we do now with 
the existing trails.” Aimee Ross, development manag-
er for the International Mountain Bicycling Associ-
ation, urges building official side trails to any scenic 
overlook; otherwise people “will go off trail....Don’t 
leave it to their imagination. That leads to erosion. A 
direct trail is sustainable for a lifetime.”

Trail builders will need to do some engineering 
studies about the hills. To comply with the Americans 
with Disabilities Act, any ramps can’t be steeper than 
five percent and may require some hairpin turns or 
other accommodations for wheelchairs. Trails may 
also need to detour off the line in some instances to 
avoid a hill or water. 

And as with every proposed trail, neighbors will com-
plain to authorites and try to stop them. “I guarantee 
you somebody along that corridor will not want the 
trail there. You see that with any trail, anything you 
build anywhere. What you need to do is counter with 
people who live near trails testifying that they love 
them and their property values didn’t decrease,” 
Wetmore suggests. And if any neighbors are worried 
about privacy, they can put up a fence. But they may 
want to gate it, as the opponents themselves may 
eventually come to enjoy the path. “The folks along 
the Capital Crescent Trail love it now,” Wetmore says. 

And if you don’t create a legitimate trail, “there’s only 
a question of time before you have illegal trail riding 
and trespassing,” Ross warns. 

So if the pilot works out? Fred Shaffer, planning 
coordinator for the Prince George’s County Planning 
Department is as excited as a child on Christmas 
morning at the prospects. PG county has had its eyes 
on turning the Pepco corridors into trails since 1975. 
He’d love to connect Rosaryville State Park with 
Cosca Regional Park in south county. The county also 
would like to extend the Henson Creek trail north-
east from Temple Hills Road to the Branch Avenue 
Metro. Using the Pepco corridors could obviate the 
environmental constraints (such as going through 
wetlands), Shaffer notes.

“There are other areas we were looking at but it has 
been a while since we really had this on our radar 
screen,” he says. The county is currently updating its 
master plan for trails and wants to expand. 

 ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
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COMMUTER CONNECTIONS by RON CASSIE

URBAN CYCLING: The Book Review
Cycling is on the rise in cities all over the world, and a 
new, not-to-miss book from Octopus publishers cele-
brates its growing popularity with beautiful photogra-
phy and street-style profiles of dozens of cyclists of all 
walks of life. 

Urban Cycling: From the BMX to the Fixie by Laurent 
Belando is a fascinating study of the cyclists that roam 
city streets—from BMX gangs to cycle couriers and 
everything in between—as well as a history of the rise 
of modern urban bicycling.

Featuring detailed analysis of the various styles of 
urban bikes, from the single speed to the low-rider, 
and the cultures surrounding them—along with in-
formation on how to restore your own vintage urban 
bike—Urban Cycling also serves as an essential guide 
to the kit, styles, and culture for anyone fascinated by 
the phenomenon of 21st century city cycling. 

From the fixie to the commuter, the trail bike to the 
vintage bike, Belando, a Parisian graphic designer by 
trade, explores both the aesthetic and mechanical va-
rieties of urban bikes taking over the streets in cities 
across the globe.

Belando’s own love affair with bicycle, he says, began 
with his “hatred of the Parisian metro,” which led 
him to purchase a bike to travel around the City of 
Lights. Soon enough, he says, he “fell in love with 
the freedom and beauty of urban cycling” and began 
a project to document its booming increase, and its 
fans, in all their forms.

Urban Cycling—192 pages, in softcover, and available 
in English, thankfully—also brings to life profiles of 
50 urban cycling obsessives—most from Western Eu-
rope, which helps give the book its unique look and 
feel—as well as tips and technical specifications on 
finding the perfect fit, plus information on a variety 
of cycling events and activities from criteriums to 
retro rides to festivals.

Organized around graphic design principles rather 
than a traditional narrative format—not surprising 
given Belando’s background—the work is organized 
into four segments. The first part, “The Urban Bike 
from the Beginning to the Present Day,” starts with 
the early penny-farthings and briefly chronicles some 
of the early 19th century city races in Paris.

The second section, “Bike Types,” is a gorgeously shot 
play on both the wide variety of bikes and the people 
who choose to embrace one ride over another. The 
third segment, “Cycling Disciplines and Tribes,” again 
gorgeously shot and designed, goes more in-depth 
into the subcultures of urban riding, including bike 
messengers, alley-cat racing, spoke cards, bike polo, 
city criteriums, track riding, and cyclo-cross. The last 
segment focuses on artisans and choosing a frame 
and components and other useful information for 
both the new and dedicated urban rider.

Overall, it’s the kind of book that you can leave on 
your coffee table and read and glance at from time to 
time for inspiration and ideas—or gift to your favor-
ite bike nerd. 

One of the reoccurring pullouts through the book 
are tiny “Did you know?” sidebars—a half-dozen of 
which we’ll include here to whet your appetite:

Did you know?

Many single-speed and fixie bikes on the market 
feature a so-called “flip-flop” rear wheel. This features 
a hub, which can be fitted with a sprocket at either 
end so that, if it is desired to change the sprocket, all 
that’s needed is to turn the wheel around. Originally 
conceived to accommodate two different gears on the 
same fixie bike without having to remove a sprocket, 
this arrangement is widely used today to combine a 
fixie wheel and a freewheel on the same bike.

Did you know?

The British brand Brompton—which makes the 
folding bike by which others are judged—organizes 
an annual world championship for riders of its ma-
chines. This competition is well known for its stand-
ing start in which competitors must wait for the word 
“go” before unfolding their bikes—echoing the start 
of the famous Le Mans 24-hour motor race.

Did you know?

The BMX bike burst into popular culture in 1982, 
when Steven Spielberg gave it a central role in the 
famous chase scene in his film E.T. The Extra-Terres-
trial. Its young heroes, who cross the city leaping all 
manner of obstacles, finally taking flight over a line 
of police thanks to the little extraterrestrial’s help, 
are none other than the stars of the BMX scene at the 

time, including Bob Haro, Mike Buff, R.L. Osborn 
and others.

Did you know?

Thanks to a less steep seat tube angle, on a Dutch 
bike it is much easier to put a foot to the ground 
without dismounting than on other types of bicycle.

Did you know?

Although dedicated road riders shave their legs, this is 
neither in order to show off their leg muscles to the best 
advantage, nor even to reduce wind resistance. They do 
this because it makes the massage of the thigh and calf 
muscles after a hard stage painless, and makes it easier 
to treat wounds suffered in the event of a crash.

Did you know?

Despite the lack of gears and brakes, track bikes are 
very often heavier than their road counterparts. This 
is because the stresses generated by acceleration in 
sprinting demand that the carbon fiber from which 
the frame is built be reinforced, to retain its stiffness. 
So, for example, whereas a road bike can easily come 
in below 6.8 kilograms, the bike used by Francois 
Pervis, multiple world champion on the track, tipped 
the scales at 7.2 kilograms.

Urban Cycling: From the BMX to the Fixie available via Amazon 
starting in mid-September.
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PANEL DISCUSSION by KIM PERRY, Ed.D., Editor, Spokes Magazine

AS WE WATCH cycling evolve around us some people 
are aging out or dropping out and some are coming 
into the sport and transportation option. It is unde-
niable that things are changing. New concerns are 
affecting people's decision to include biking in their 
lives including extremely serious problems related to 
distracted driving. This is especially true for families. 
This leads me to constantly ponder the questions 
of whether the influx into cycling matches the de-
cline and are we going to miss a whole generation of 
people entering our sport. I'm particularly concerned 
that young people are not even being introduced to 
the sport. Now is a good time to think about how col-
lectively we can keep cycling alive for generations to 
come. I posed a related question to several members 
of the cycling world in the Mid-Atlantic. Below are the 
answers from industry related professionals. 

THE QUESTION: 
How can communities and retailers help insure that 
today’s youth are brought into bicycling for health, 
recreation, and transportation?

THE ANSWERS: 
To encourage youth and adults to bicycle for health, 
recreation, and transportation, communities need 
to design good and comfortable facilities to bike 
on. What is it about this shared use path or bike lane 
that makes it more fun and comfortable than this oth-
er one? Perhaps its shade trees to keep me cool while 

biking, or what surrounds me is visually interesting like 
buildings set closer to the street instead of parking lots, 
the occasional creek crossing, options to bike along 
slower speed road ways, or being surrounded by other 
people enjoying their day walking and biking.

Retailers have the potential to be a conduit between 
community members, and advocacy organizations 
and local governments. Retail staff interact with com-
munity members every day and have an opportunity 
to answer basic questions about city plans, to pass 
questions and concerns to local government staff, or 
to encourage community members to get involved in 
advocacy work or a city committee. It is not just about 
selling bikes, but it’s also about sharing ideas about 
everyday bicycling. 

Thanh Dang, AICP
City Planner for City of Harrisonburg, VA

League Cycling Instructor

Communities and Retailers can bring youth into 
cycling through Physical Education in the school sys-
tems. Retailers in particular can have kid ambassador 
programs where we can get young children riding 
bikes by offering a bike for Free to a child that can 
talk to his or her friends through the eyes of a bicycle. 
This program would be similar to the adult ambassa-
dor programs that are in place now, the child would 
have to meet a criteria and we would collect the data 
and vote who would be best to spread the word.

David Conte, Owner Conte’s Bike Shops

Panel Discussion is a new column in SPOKES Magazine. We’ll touch on inspiration, how-to, and food for thought topics. Topic ideas welcome. 

First, your medical payment coverage often applies 
and offers you money for medical expenses incurred 
by you regardless of whether you or the driver 
involved in a crash is to blame. Second, even if it 
is clear that the driver is completely at fault for the 
crash, it may take years for you to settle your case 
with the driver and/or to get a judgment against the 
driver and, in the meantime, your medical bills need 
to be paid. Third, even if you carry health insurance 
and your health insurer is covering many of your 
medical bills, often there are co-pays, deductibles and 
other health care expenses that are uncovered by 
health insurance. As such, many bicyclists involved in 
crashes can benefit from having extensive automobile 
medical payment insurance coverage. 

(INSURANCE continued from page 15.)

I think communities have to design a transport 
system that accommodates children cycling. This 
includes safe streets and safe cycle tracks that connect 
homes and schools. It also includes secure bike park-
ing at schools and training motorists and children. 
Children can even be taught cycling in school. More 
physical activity on the way to and from school is 
great for physical and psychological health of school 
children--even helping them to focus longer accord-
ing to one study from Europe. Retailers can help by 
providing bicycles for all skill levels and all needs, 
fully equipped with bells, reflectors, fenders etc. for 
the way to school for example. Retailers can also offer 
workshops on how to fix bikes. They could also help 
communities organizing fun cycling events for kids, 
maybe by sponsorship, expertise on cycling, or even 
bikes as prizes for these events.

Ralph Buehler, Associate Professor, Urban Affairs and Planning, 
Virginia Tech, Alexandria Center

Decades of sensible growth has kept Berryville 
Virginia compact and walkable. Requiring sidewalks 
as part of development and maintaining the core of 
the downtown has encouraged kids who live here to 
travel by bicycle and foot from an early age. Elect-
ed officials, police and planning staff, and school 
employees have worked on a number of initiatives to 
assure that kids are active from an early age. Interna-
tional Walk to School Day and Safe Routes to School 
are two of the successful programs implemented 
here that encourage and educate both children and 
their parents on the value of activity including walk-
ing and bicycling.

Christy Dunkle, Planning Director, Town of Berryville

From an events perspective, we make sure to include 
family non-biking activities at our overnight events. 
We also make route options that include shorter dis-
tances that are appropriate for young riders. In 2016 
we added a family camping area that had dedicated 
bathrooms and games for kids to enjoy. We also make 
registration fees zero for young riders, this helps fam-
ilies keep costs down. We’ve seen an uptick in families 
at the event in the last few years and want to make 
sure that we are responding in a way that makes their 
experience fun. Our ride policies are still crafted in 
a way that makes sure young riders are supervised on 
the road during our events. 

Cynthia Bashton, Health and Safety Coordinator
Bike Virginia Tour

Your thoughts? I look forward to hearing from you about this topic. 

Send along your ideas to me at kim@spokesmagazine.com  We will 

share ideas and comments on our website and social media includ-

ing Facebook.com/SpokesMagazine and SpokesMagazine.com

Of course, as was the case with UM Coverage, access-
ing, addressing, and understanding medpay coverage 
in a bicycle crash case and related subrogation issues 
later on in the case often requires interpretation of a 
combination of your insurance contract, the applica-
ble medical payment and subrogation laws and case 
law. Again, having an attorney who fully understands 
all of these issues is important.

Get the Insurance Tune Up Done

So, the big take away—don’t wait until disaster strikes 
to do your insurance tune up. Just as you wouldn’t 
ride with worn-out brakes or thin tires, don’t ride 
without sufficient UM and medical payment cover-
age. Make sure you and your families have the nec-
essary coverage in the event that anything happens 

to you. Then, after you take care of all of this paper-
work, go back to riding safely and joyfully on the road 
with the energetic passion of a five-year-old on a big 
wheel and the wisdom of your collective years, knowl-
edge and experiences.

Although the story about “James” is real, “James” is a fictitious 
name and the facts of his case have been left sufficiently vague 
so as to protect the privacy of “James” and his wife.

 ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

I am a bicycle and pedestrian lawyer and not an insurance bro-

ker or agent. For information about the best insurance coverage 

for your individual needs, you should talk to a qualified insur-

ance representative. 

Keeping Cycling Alive in the Next Generation
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CYCLISTS' KITCHEN by NANCY CLARK, MS, RD

Wishing for the Perfect Body?

Too many athletes spend too much time complaining 
about their bodies:  

 I feel too fat.

  I’m too thin.

  I want a six-pack ab.

  I hate my spare tire. 

Obviously, you will perform better if your body is the 
correct size for your sport—not too fat, not too skinny. 
If you have excess flab to lose, yes, you will run faster 
if you are lighter. If you are scrawny, yes, you will be 
more powerful if you can build some muscle. Agreed.

The target audience for this article is the many 
athletes who already have an excellent body yet 
spend too much time wishing for the perfect body. 
The perfect body is illusive and nearly impossible to 
attain—at least without tireless effort. However, being 
satisfied with an excellent body is an attainable goal. 
An excellent body might be a tiny bit less muscular 
than desired, or have a tiny bit more body fat than 
you want, but it is good enough.

Do You See What I See?

Rather than listen to your own self-criticisms, pay at-
tention to what others say about your body—such as 
You look great! or Do you really think you have fat to lose? 
Quite possibly, your teammates are telling the truth 
when they question your desire to lose (sparse) 
body fat or compliment you on your muscles. Rather 
than disregarding their comments, file them away 
on two mental shelves labeled Positive and Negative 
comments. Pay attention to the compliments and 
criticisms that accumulate over time. You might 
discover you are the only person who notices your 
body’s “flaws.” 

You only see what you see (not what others see) and 
your eyes have been tainted since childhood. That is, 
if you were a husky kid, you may still see yourself as 
being too fat. On the other hand, if you were a scraw-
ny kid, you may still see yourself as being too skinny, 
even though your body now has mature muscles. 

Fat Is Not a Feeling

If you are feeling too fat or too thin, please note that fat 
and thin are not feelings. (You do not feel blue-eyed or 
freckled, do you?). More likely, you are feeling anxious, 

imperfect, inadequate, and out-of-control. Feeling 
too fat (or too thin) can easily distract you from what’s 
really going on: you don’t feel good enough about your-
self—a common issue among athletes, including those 
new to a team or school. For example, if you are now 
a freshman on a D-1 university team (and no longer 
the star of your high school team), you can easily feel 
inadequate, anxious, and not good enough. Those 
feelings are worthy of being addressed with a coun-
selor who can help you rediscover that you and your 
body are, indeed, fine the way you are.

Making Peace with Your Body

If you are discontent with your current physique, 
please try to be a bit more compassionate towards 
your body and appreciate all the good things it does 
for you. It lets you be a strong athlete, a caring team-
mate, and a trusted friend. Those are meaningful 
qualities, and far more valuable than your wish for a 
perfect body. 

Rather than take the outside-in approach to resolv-
ing your discontentment—if I can change my body on 
the outside by losing fat (or by building muscle), I will be 
a better, happier person—take the inside-out approach, 
and be grateful for your athletic skills, as well as 
your friends who love you for who you are, not for 
what you look like. Recognize that no weight will 
ever be good enough to do the enormous job of 
making you happy. Happiness comes from feeling 
loved, accepted, and appreciated—not from a num-
ber on the scale.

I encourage you to be curious about where you got 
the messages that something is wrong with your 
body. Did the messages come from the media in our 
weight-obsessed world? Or from a loving parent who 
put you on a diet at age 12 and said something like 
“If only you’d lose a few pounds...”? You likely translated 
that comment to mean “I’m not good enough the way I 
am” and your self-esteem took a downward spiral…   

Weight issues are rarely about weight. They tend to 
be about feeling inadequate and imperfect. Hence, 
parents and coaches, be careful about what you say!

What to Do

How can you, a discontent athlete, feel better about 
your body? One tactic is to stop comparing yourself 
to your peers. To compare is to despair. Rather, pretend 
you live on a fantasy island where you and your body 

are excellent the way you are. Take note: As a hu-
man, you will never have a perfect body, so the next 
best option is to enjoy having an excellent body—or, 
at least, a body that is good enough the way it is. 

If you leave your island and start comparing yourself 
to your peers, take notice: Do you end up being too 
fat, too slow, too ugly, too dumb? Do you ever let your 
body (and yourself) be better than others? Doubtful. 

To reframe your thinking, stay on your fantasy island 
and practice referring to yourself as a Gorgeous God-
dess or Handsome Hulk. With time, you can change the 
way you see yourself and come to believe that you and 
your body are, indeed, good enough the way you are. 

Life is more enjoyable when you can love your body, 
appreciate all that it does for you and stop hating it 
for what it is not. Spending too much time wishing 
for a perfect body comes with a high price. You’ll 
enjoy better quality of life by being grateful for all 
you have.

Informative Resources:

For more information on how to find peace with your 
body, take a look at www.EDCatalogue.com. This on-
line bookstore offers positive messages of hope. 
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DELAWARE 
BETHANY BEACH 

BICYCLE CONNECTION  
792 Garfield Parkway  
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REVOLUTION CYCLES  
2731 Wilson Boulevard  
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